HOSPITALITY PORTFOLIO

FE ATU R E D PRO PE RTI E S
Furniture is function. It’s an expression of the character of a place. It’s the comfort
and quality that guests can simply take for granted. In each of the properties
featured below, we’ve created warm, elegant designs that reflect their setting and
bring delight to those who use them.

Boulder Falls / p.4

Salishan Resort / p.3

H E I R LO O M Q UA LIT Y.
M A D E I N TH E U S A .
The honesty of solid wood. The sophistication of

Because we build each case around an internal web

state-of-the-art technology. The strength of traditional

frame, a Woodcastle dresser has the strength to resist

and contemporary designs that focus on function, not

racking and twisting, whether you move it across the

flamboyance.

room or across the country.

These are the building blocks of Woodcastle furniture.

From the hardware we choose, to the joinery of our

With precision milling and computer-aided design, we

handcrafted beds, tables, and chairs, Woodcastle

elevate traditional craftsmanship to a new level. For

delivers heirloom-quality craftsmanship in every piece

example, our component accuracies are within one

we make. There’s a reason we call it “forever furniture.”
Bandon Dunes / p.5

hundredth of an inch, a significant step up from the
tolerances conventionally considered acceptable in the

McMenamins / p.6

business. As a result, we can engineer interchangeable
drawers that fit anywhere in the same—or even a
different—case.

COMMERCIAL
QUALITY
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SA LIS H A N S PA
& G O LF R ESO RT
Between coastal forest and the teeming Siletz Bay, Salishan has
offered its guests a certain luxury for over 50 years. Golfers wend their
way along an 18-hole course through woods and shoreline; guests
indulge their senses at the spa. Miles of hiking, a private beach access
trail, and an array of local beers and wines complete the picture.
Salishan commissioned Woodcastle to create a collection of custom
furniture for its newly remodeled guest rooms, where live-edge
headboards are marked by a wood-burn medallion that displays
the resort’s logo. In the conference room, a table shows off the grain
of Oregon ash in almost liquid patterns: a traditional piece of
imposing beauty.

LOCATION
Gleneden Beach, Oregon
SCOPE
Custom design and manufacturing
of beds, tables, combo units,
and benches in guest rooms;
conference room table
WOOD
Oregon maple (guest room
collection), Oregon ash
(conference table)

LOCATION
Lebanon, Oregon
SCOPE
Custom design and
manufacturing of beds,
nightstands, tables, desks, liveedge mirrors, and combo units
for guest rooms; tabletops and a
live-edge bar top for the
1847 Bar & Grill

BOU LD ER FA LL S
Every detail at Boulder Falls Inn is tuned to convey a sense of place
with warmth and refinement, from its casually elegant guest rooms
to the expansive Japanese-inspired garden with waterfalls, walking
paths, gazebos, and koi.
Drawing inspiration from our Cascadia collection, we created a custom
furniture design for the hotel, including a black walnut table in the
lobby, casegood handles of Oregon maple, live-edge mirrors in guest
rooms, and a live-edge bar top in the 1847 Bar & Grill.

WOOD
Oregon maple, black walnut

FINISH
Kennedy brown stain (guest
room collection), driftwood stain
(conference table)

FINISH
Hampton walnut stain

“

Woodcastle goes above and beyond
to provide a beautiful product on
every project.

”

JENNIFER HATFIELD, WCI, INC
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BA N DO N DU N ES
G O LF R ESO RT
On the windswept coast of southern Oregon, Bandon Dunes Golf
Resort offers serious golfers serious challenges with three links-style
courses traversing rugged dunes and tall grasses.

LOCATION
Bandon, Oregon
SCOPE
Custom design, manufacturing
and installation of beds, tables,
and casegoods

The resort chose Woodcastle for our demonstrated expertise in

WOOD

crafting superior furniture from regionally sourced materials, including

Oregon maple

Oregon’s beloved big leaf maple. We furnished the Lodge, the four-unit
housing clusters at Chrome Lake, and the Lily Pond Rooms building at

FINISH

Bandon Dunes with beds, tables, and casegoods that will help guests

A durable, pre-catalyzed clear
lacquer to protect the wood and
enhance the beauty of its grain

unwind for many years to come.

“

There’s the best… and then there’s
everything else.

”

MICHAEL KEISER, BANDON DUNES DEVELOPER
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LOCATIONS
Troutdale, Oregon
Forest Grove, Oregon
SCOPE
Custom design and manufacturing
of beds, nightstands, tables
WOOD
Oregon maple (Edgefield)
White oak (Grand Lodge)
FINISH
Clear lacquer over a light stain
(Edgefiled)
Hand-stained to simulate cherry
(Grand Lodge)

M CM EN A M I N S EDG EFI ELD
& G R A N D LO DG E
McMenamins is the inspiration of two Oregon brothers who wanted
to offer their guests artisanal beers, entertainment, and lodging from
restored historic properties.
Edgefield is a historic farm near the Columbia River Gorge, whose
sprawling grounds are dotted with old buildings. The main lodge is a
warren of guest rooms, gifts, dining, and drink, festooned throughout with
illustrations from fairytales and other lore.
The Grand Lodge is a restored Masonic building with European-inspired
bunk rooms and baths, as well as pubs, theaters, and conventional guest
rooms. Like The Edgefield, it derives its character from history and art,
decorated with hand-painted whimsy.
McMenamins approached Woodcastle to furnish both locations in a style
that would honor the character of each: reflecting their histories while
blending with a potpourri of separately acquired pieces. We delivered on
our reputation, fulfilling on time, on spec, and on budget.
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Woodcastle produces heirloom-quality hardwood furniture in a variety of traditional
and contemporary styles, offering design, manufacturing, delivery, and installation
services to a broad range of discriminating clients. No matter the project, Woodcastle
delivers on spec, on budget, and on time.

541.754.9304 / 29855 Hwy 34 SW, Albany, OR 97321 / info@woodcastle.com

WOODCASTLE.COM

